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HOCKEY-BOYS, ICE PRINCESSES, GENDER VALUES
& THE PRACTICE OF EQUALITY

KARIN GRAHN*

After reading Autumn Mesa's' interesting essay about being a woman

in the law, a traditionally male domain, I began thinking about the

similarities and differences there might be between the gender values of
traditionally male domains and traditionally female domains. What kinds of

gender values exist in traditionally female fields? Mesa's essay leads my

thoughts to an activity that I'm engaged in - figure skating, a traditionally

female sport - and to the gender values that my fellow female athletes and I

encounter while participating in our sport. To illustrate these, I will give

examples of the situations that girls and women are exposed to in this sport

by telling episodes from my own experience as they relate to the Swedish
Sports Confederation's project for equality in sports.

"Why does the ice hockey club think that the girls have dirtier shoes

than the boys?" I get this question from an eleven-year-old figure skating girl

who is not allowed to walk through the corridor to the changing rooms.

Girls are required to take another way to reach the room and change their

skates. The hockey-boys run through the corridor, to and from the changing

room. A male janitor also walks by but the rule requires us to walk the extra

distance through the skating hall rather than the more direct route through

the corridor. How do you answer an enthusiastic young girl that the use of a

sporting arena is not the same if you are a girl figure skating rather than a

boy playing ice hockey? It is all about values, more or less implicit norms

that these girls, at a young age, are supposed to learn.

Sports are like the law - a traditionally male domain. Although almost

half of the people participating in sports in Sweden today are women, a lot of

male gender values still lives on.' There have been different ways of looking
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at female athletes during the expansion of women's participation in sports.
Women have been viewed as both like and unlike men.' During the 1970's,
more and more women started to participate in sports, but they did so
according to the men's conditions. Although sports became open to women,
it was obvious that it would remain the same as it had always been: Women
would have to adapt to sports produced by men.4 Today, women in Swedish
sports are viewed as more different from men than alike.' Unfortunately,
characterizing men and women as different carries with it the risk of
strengthening the already existing male dominion.6 There is a risk that
women will be considered different and therefore of less value in sports than
men. This has been illustrated through research on texts used in sports
education. v Within sports one can find analogies to Mesa's way of describing
gender values in a male dominant area. Examples are the way women are
described in the mass media8 or the way sporting women are described as
inferior to sporting men.9 But what impact do gender values have in a
gender-segregated activity such as figure skating? The belief that women are
different from men (and measured against men) is referred to in Sweden as
the sign of the male as the norm, in other words, the "male norm." The
"male norm" receives a special meaning in the practice of an activity.
According to my experience, the arrogance from men directed against
women and their activities is displayed too often. There are negative values
based on gender that influence even female domains.

A middle-aged man in a training suit and ice hockey helmet leans over
me and starts yelling in my face. Another conflict, probably about something
totally insignificant. It is not the first time this has happened. Sometimes I
wonder if this is notjust a way to try to intimidate me, and then to try to have
a discussion with me about the activity. The message is clear: I as a figure
skating coach must understand that the activity of this middle-aged man in a
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training suit is much more important than the activity that I'm running. It is
not only I, as a coach, who encounters the arrogance of the men. It is on
every level. Boys screaming and disturbing the girls during their practice, ice
rinks that are not ready in time for the girls' practice, double booked
meeting rooms (in which case the men always have right to the booking),
gyms that are not unlocked in time for the girls' practice and so on. It is not
often that we fail to get the message that is hidden within sports: value and
priority is given to men before women. This message that my skating adepts
and I all too often encounter is totally against the guidelines for equality that
Swedish sports are supposed to abide by.

According to the equality plan by the Swedish Government, equality
means that females have the same rights, obligations, and possibilities as
males in every part of life, including sports. This definition of equality in
sports was used in the preparatory report to the proposed legal reform on
gender equality "Varannan Damernas" ("Every Second Person, A Woman")
and the legal proposition that followed '"Jimstdilldhetspolitik inf6r 90-talet"
("Equality Politics for the 1990s"), which was the foundation for the adopted
government agenda "Idrottens jiimstdlldhetsplan inf6r 90-talet" ("The
Equality Plan for Sport for the 1990s"). 1" Today, over ten years since the
equality plan was accepted, there are still a lot of females that are engaging
in sports under different (unfair) conditions than males. In the equality
plan it is stated that equality in sports means "girls and boys, women and
men, should have the same opportunities to do sports" and that "sport for
women and sport for men should be evaluated the same and have the same
priorities."" In my work as a figure skating coach, I'm reminded every day
that we do not have the same rights and possibilities as men, and that we
have extra obligations that men do not have.

If you look at the description of equality in sports, the distortions within
sports become clear in the practice of "my" sport. What is the meaning of
equal opportunities, rights, and responsibilities in practice? Do women's
sports really have the same value and priority as men's sports? Equal
opportunities to participate in sports would in this case be the same thing as
the equal opportunity to use the ice rink. The fact that we are using it late in
the evenings when the hockey players have gone home, early in the
mornings during the weekends while most people are still asleep, and the
fact that we are using it only as part of a constant struggle to keep practicing
our sport is not discussed within the equal opportunity to participate in this
sport. When it comes to the right to practice sports, we have that light but
not under the same conditions. Our right is to practice sports when men

10 SVERIGEs RIKSIDROTTSFORBUND, IDROTrENS JkMSTALLDHETSPLAN INFOR 90-TALET:

ANTAGEN VID RIKSIDROTIrSM6TET 3 (1989) [hereinafterJAMSTALLDHETSPLAN].

I Id. at 7.
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find it all right for us to do so. We are, therefore, without the same right to

use the sporting arena. We are without rights to a clubroom, a storage
locker, a door to shut in the shower room (that otherwise is only used by
men), or even the right to a changing room at every training set. Our
responsibility is to accept the unfair conditions that we meet in our everyday
sporting life. Otherwise, we are labeled as uncomfortable and troublesome
women who should be treated with a portion of "father knows best." Neither
the right to practice our sport, nor the possibility to do so, feels equal when it
violates an important part of that equality - to be prioritized and valued
according to the same conditions as men.

Most of the work within the project to make sports more equal in

Sweden has been done on a structural level. A quantitative change has
resulted from this work (although still inadequate). The percentage of
women in higher positions has grown.' 2 There are a lot of women and girls
that are engaged in sports today and they can choose from many different
types.'3 Women are more often represented in media today, and both
female and male athletes are represented in literature that is used in sports
education. 4 But there is a backside to the medal - the lack of qualitative
equality. Women and men are still treated unequally because of gender-
based assumptions. To reach equality, quotas allocate positions to women on
the boards of the Swedish sport federations. But at the same time, the
chairmen (mostly men) of these boards think that the addition of more
women risks the boards' competence. The Swedish equality plan is still
questioned (some of the men in high positions do not even know what the
equality plan stands for), and skepticism against women is noted in
interviews with chairmen. 5 Books, journals, and science reports that focus
on the female athlete are more common today.'6 At the same time, however,
one has to think about how women are presented in books, magazines, and
the media. As Nathalie Koivula's work on gender presentation in television
media in Sweden has shown, there is not only inequality in the time that the

television channels allocate to show female and male athletes, there are also
differences in how they are presented. 7 In educational books used in sports,
women are presented as different from men, sometimes as less important,
and there seems to be a lack of concordance between being female and

12 For the goals of the Swedish Sport Association for Equality in Sport, see
JAMSTALLDHETSPLAN, supra note 10, at 15.

13 KVINNOR OCH MAN INOM IDROTrEN, supra note 2, at 3.
14 See Grahn, supra note 7.
15 KERSTIN DORFINGER & KATARINA MOSTROM, JAMSTALLD IDROTr? 17, 46-47 (Slutrapport

JUAB 1993).
16 BRI'rF DAHLSTROM, KVINNOR OM MOTION OCH IDROTFF 25 (Arena 1992).
17 See KOIVULA, supra note 8, at 50.
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being an athlete. 8

The field of sports is built on male norms and values. Despite the fact
of male domination, women's participation in sports has grown. The sports
that are primarily practiced, coached, and led by women have grown;
however, women continue to face male norms and values. Even within their
gender-segregated activities women still have to fight against the gender
values that revolve around their particular sport. Mesa's work made me
think about differences and similarities according to the gender values that
exist both within and around gender-segregated and gender-integrated
fields. My conclusion is that we encounter these values built on gender in
most fields. In my work as a coach, I look at it as my task to react to and
stand up against the inequalities that I face. I take this task to be important,
not only for myself, but also for the girls and women that I meet through my
work. To refuse to accept the subordination of women is important work,
for Mesa in law and for me in sport, and that is the similarity we have in our
two fields.

18 See Grahn, supra note 7.
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